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Project Expectation

Open ended. Anything related to deep learning!

Completed in groups of 1,2, or 3 people

- More people = higher expectations

Two project options:

-Applications: Pick a new problem, and apply a deep learning solution!

- Your own data, data from another scientific field

-Model: Pick a standard problem, and find a new solution. 

- Kaggle challenges etc



Project Expectation

- Title, Author(s) 
- Abstract 
- Related Work 
- Methods 
- Experiments 
- Discussion 
- Supplementary Material (optional)

https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse493g1/23sp/project/



Does my project meet expectations?

Checklist

I am using deep learning

I am training a model

I am not just download a git repository and running “train”

I am trying to understand my results via analysis



Does my project meet expectations?

Strong projects might… 

- Propose a novel variant of a technique (which takes a lot of effort) 

- Adapt an existing technique to a totally new problem (which takes a lot of effort) 

Weaker projects might… 

- Spend several weeks collecting/cleaning data rather than testing hypotheses 

- Clone an existing repo and do minimal stitching to make it work for a Kaggle competition



FAQs

Does my project need novelty?
No! Novelty is one way to fulfill the requirements but not the only way. 

Do I need to get state of the art performance?
Not at all. Most research contributions do not lead to state of the art performance

How else can I show effort?
Compare and contrast different methods, show multiple design iterations leading to improved accuracy, 
show creative design choices to tackle a new dataset, and more

How do I show proper analysis?
Do your best to answer “why” in your discussion! What kinds of mistakes is your model making? Where is 
it improving? Why does the loss/accuracy curve look the way it does? etc



FAQs

Can I change my project after the proposal?
Yes! This is just a first idea for a direction

Can I change my project after the milestone?
We do not encourage this. If you feel you have to, come and speak to us about why.

Do I have to train a model? Can I just build on a deep learning API?
Yes, we expect that all projects will involve training a deep learning model. However, you can also 
incorporate other elements such as outputs from deep learning API



Successful Past Projects

https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2020spr/poster/Xiao_You.pdf

https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2020spr/poster/Xiao_You.pdf


Successful Past Projects

https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2021spr/report2/81976767.pdf

https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2021spr/report2/81976767.pdf


Successful Past Projects

For Reports: https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2021spr/

For Posters: https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2020spr/

https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2021spr/
https://cs229.stanford.edu/proj2020spr/
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Picking a project idea

One way to have novelty in your project is to take inspiration from things you care 
about outside of the course. 

- Interested in healthcare? Robotics? Animals? Finance? Sports? Solve a 
problem that you are uniquely positioned to solve!

Practical considerations:

1. Data - does data exist for your problem
2. Code - does an implementation exists?
3. Compute - do not train a 100 Billion parameter language model 



Picking a project idea

Conferences: 

CVPR: IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition 

ICCV: International Conference on Computer Vision 

ECCV: European Conference on Computer Vision 

NeurIPS: Neural Information Processing Systems 

ICLR: International Conference on Learning Representations 

ICML: International Conference on Machine Learning

(I personally like looking at best paper awards)

https://cvpr2023.thecvf.com/
https://iccv2023.thecvf.com/
https://eccv2022.ecva.net/
https://nips.cc/
https://iclr.cc/
https://icml.cc/Conferences/2023/Dates


Picking a project idea

Labs at UW

Vision + Graphics (GRAIL) - https://grail.cs.washington.edu/

Vision (RAIVN) - https://raivn.cs.washington.edu/ 

NLP (H2lab) - https://h2lab.cs.washington.edu/

NLP (Noah Ark) - https://noahs-ark.github.io/

Robotics (RSE lab) - http://rse-lab.cs.washington.edu/

https://grail.cs.washington.edu/
https://raivn.cs.washington.edu/
https://h2lab.cs.washington.edu/
https://noahs-ark.github.io/
http://rse-lab.cs.washington.edu/


Picking a project idea



Reading papers

Do not read a paper linearly on your first pass 

- First, read the abstract (word for word) as well as the figures & captions 

- Does the paper still seem relevant? If so, read the methods + results 

- Finally, read the entire paper linearly (if the additional detail seems useful) 

Papers are not always the most efficient way to digest an idea. Also try looking for: 

- Talks, videos, or blog posts on the topics 

- Github repos, containing actual code for the idea



Reading papers

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.02640.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1506.02640.pdf


Tip to make your life easier
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Due Dates

Project Proposal (1 Page) – Due April 24th 11:59pm

Project Milestone (3-4 Pages) – Due May 12th 11:59pm

Project Final Report (5-6 Pages) – Due June 3rd 11:59pm

Project Poster Session – Final Exam Week



Project Proposal 

● Describe the state of related work,
● Explain a problem that is unsolved given that statement,
● Introduce your ideas as an unique insight to tackle the problem 

or research question,
● Articulate the technical challenges you are likely to encounter,
● Plan out the experiments that justify the utility of the insight or 

answers the question,
● Your expected outcome



Milestone (Due May 12th 11:59pm)

~3-page progress report, more or less containing: 

1. Literature review (3+ sources) 

2. Indication that code is up and running 

3. Data source explained correctly 

4. What Github repo or other code you’re basing your work off of 

5. Ran baseline model have results 

a. Yes, points are taken off for no model running & no preliminary results 

6. Data pipeline should be in place 

7. Brief discussion of your preliminary results



Support 

Ranjay - Thursdays 11:30am - 12:30pm 

Aditya - Thursdays 11:30am - 1:00pm 

Efficient Neural Networks, Retrieval 

Sarah - Fridays 1:00pm - 3:00pm 

Zero shot image classification, RNNs, object detection, ~ RL, ~ LLMs 


